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With today’s harkening, back to the Civil War in the media climate the question to what 

extent did the causes of the civil war get resolved begins to bear fruit. One must first come to 

some consensus of what the war was about for both sides of the conflict. After establishing 

causes then one must account for if they were addressed by the period and if addressed to what 

extent did these measures accomplish anything. One must also account for the idea of the ending 

of the war as that will give a clearer picture of if the causes of the war had been resolved. To the 

extent the causes of the Civil War were resolved, in looking at the causes of the war, how those 

causes were addressed, and the meaning of the end of a war must be focused on. 

The causes of the civil war lend themselves to be vast and many - states’ rights, slavery, 

economics, the list goes on - I believe this can all be tied back to one word, change. Early in the 

19th century the question of what to do with the systems in place had floated around but it was 

put on the back-burner so to speak. However, it did cause a certain tension to begin to manifest. 

This tension would result in a sectionalism within the country that manifested itself within the 

perceptions of the competing sections. For the North looked on the South with antipathy towards 

their statesmen and apparent unity1. To the South it would seem that they had changed relatively 

little. That with so many Northern changes threatening them, the south formed a defensive 

ideology to resist change2.  Even with these perception issues the status quo might have stayed 

had it not been for the monumental shift in land. In 1803 when the tensions began, with the 

Louisiana Purchase, the newly acquired territories were not yet states and it was decided to leave 

them alone. But after the Mexican-American war in 1848, the United States suddenly stretched 
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across the whole content added to the fact that the states of Florida, Iowa and Wisconsin 

achieved statehood, signaled the tension anew. Old questions were raised and war broke out.  

The war seemingly ended after a long and bloody struggle with apparent Union Victory. 

The problems with wars are that they bring change so great that it is often a like a tidal wave 

leaving all sides to attempt to figure out what to do next. Monumental shifts in the course of the 

Civil War eventually allowed for a change as to what made up the republican party in the South. 

Which would affect the nations’ view of the reconstruction era. These changes being drawn out 

by two acts - the Militia Act of 1862 - allowing African Americans to participate in the war as 

soldiers and labours - and the Confiscation Act of 1862 - declared all slaves belonging to a rebel 

were free. The Confiscation Act shows the difficult situation the union was in, there were some 

states still in the Union that had not seceded that still allowed slavery. But the acts when taken 

together allow for an easement so to speak. They demonstrate that the politicians of the Union 

were willing to do whatever necessary in order to win the war. In doing so these republican 

politicians were able to gain a new base of support. As Glatthaar notes, “Blacks alone did not 

win the war, but timely and extensive support from them contributed significantly and may have 

made a difference between Union victory and stalemate or defeat3”. These black soldiers, having 

been able to demonstrate their powers in battle would then offer a new support base that would 

be ideal for the Republicans to keep power within the South after the war.  

One must also consider the change this brought to these newly freed people of the South. 

The slaves that been living in bondage their whole lives would have a very different idea of what 

this freedom meant from their northern counterparts. Consider Mattie Curtis, “De white folks 

hated de nigger den, ‘specially de nigger what was making’ something so I dasen’t ax nobody 
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what de market wus.”4 This was a woman who had been freed and worked to sell a bale of cotton 

but did not know where the market place was and was seemingly too afraid to ask. Eventually in 

the source she asked a policeman and was able to sale her cotton. This source does presents both 

the ideas of avoidance of a people who were a reminder of before and during the war and 

autonomy - in being able to have land of their own and to work for themselves - as a part of 

freedom. This source serves to demonstrate that not all change is quick. That what had happened 

to the people would be a constant reminder of how live was - for both black and white 

Southerners. 

After the war, there was a lot of confusion as to what these freed people's place in society 

was. Some like Mattie Curtis would attempt to live their lives working for themselves but the 

rest of society did not see the situation that way. As Fitzgerald claims, “To understand fully the 

issues of freedom and social control, in Alabama and elsewhere, one must examine the choices 

available during the critical weeks after Appomattox.5” It was the choices available to the people 

of the South directly after the war that would affect how the system was to be shaped. The 

choices changed depending on who you were - if you were a former white elite more often than 

not you returned to your plantation and had to ‘find’ workers, if one was a former slave then 

finding family; work; a place to live; was most important, if one was a poor white then they 

could be expected to be treated better than the former slaves and given jobs more often than not 

as ‘overseers’ on plantations or they went back to their jobs from before the war. 

However, the needs of the South warped these choices. Due to the destruction of the 

Southern economy during the war and the change in system after it, threats of starvation were 
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real. This meant that the task of deciding what to do was more local, left to be dealt with the 

federal troops occupying the region. Unfortunately, “northern soldiers were culturally 

predisposed to urge the dignity and necessity of manual labor on free people.” It may seem 

counterproductive to those recently freed as the expectation was to be able to figure out their 

lives. But, “Union soldiers tended to see their preferences as subordinate to martial order” not 

only that but the federal officers often “invoked the stereotypes about black laziness, despite the 

extraordinary circumstances. Temporary idleness by the ex-slaves looked ominous.6” The social 

situation within the region reflected the mindset - one that would continue and worsen as the few 

black men that could would gain government positions - whether through their own merits or the 

construction of the Republican party within the South in order to punish the South. 

The black men who did gain government positions were often well educated, free before 

the war, and seen as leaders within the black republican communities. However, the stereotype 

was that all black people were former slaves who were ill-educated and knew nothing of running 

a government. This perception is what caused the people to coin the term Negro Rule. As Hahn 

notes, “It captured in the most direct way their view that the dreaded revolution...came neither 

with military defeat of the Confederacy nor with the abolition of slavery but with the 

enfranchisement of the freedmen and their participation in state and local government.7” With 

this participation “black power” would continue to grow. For example, in McIntosh County 

Georgia, black men served as county clerk, county ordinary, justice of the peace, and so on. 

However, McIntosh County was an exception to the Georgia political landscape. More often than 

not, with the exception of Mississippi, the governments would continue to have white men 

ruling. Nonetheless, by allowing for the black men take a spot in the ruling of the people the 
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reconstruction era ultimately expanded politics within the South – causing change for 

generations to come. This would be a fundamental change from antebellum politics where the 

only party in power was the Democrats to shift the Republicans; but they would oversee 

communities in flux with a recurrent violence as a result. 

The dilemma with these communities in flux after a war is that the change brought can 

only be permanent if the people are in agreement if they are not eventually this change becomes 

stagnant and evolves into something else. The end of the reconstruction period herald changes in 

society, politics, and economics. I claim that politically because the black people of the South 

lost the support of the Republican party the change that had started at the beginning of 

Reconstruction changed hands. The people leading the changes were not black southerners now 

they were white. The panic of 1873, one of the depressions of the century, prompted the first 

economic rumblings. As Richardson claims, “the image of disaffected workers controlling 

government for their own ends8” was an image many would be predisposition to believe and 

fear. For in the North there was a real fear of the workers refusing to work, of the workers 

attempting to control the government to benefit themselves without actually putting the work in 

to benefit from. The image of the Southern black worker seemed to support this fear. “According 

to Pike, the freedmen refused to follow a traditional path to success preferring instead to plunder 

the true producers of the state.9” Ultimately the white leaguers of the South would rally for self-

defense against the “reign of terror” and in doing so prompt Northern sympathies.  

It was not just economic fears changing the climate social fears would fan the flames as 

well. Due to the early onset of anger at the outsiders “taking over” the South and the persistent 

stereotypes about the black voter and politician, socially the white men of the South would fight 
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back. For example, as Agent Bur - A Freedmen’s Bureau Agent - notes, labour relations between 

the two races are strenuous at best.  “Complaints are frequently well established by each party 

and inevitably lead to the conclusion that a great deal of bad material exists in both races and 

both in reality have much cause to complain of each other.10” This source comes as early as 

1867, just after the civil war one would expect tensions to be high still. But in looking nearly a 

decade after at L. Q. C. Lamar of Mississippi, in June of 1874, he notes that reconstruction while 

not the fault of the men in power now created illegitimate governments that “tore the two races 

asunder and hurled one in violent antagonism upon the other and to this day the negro vote 

massed into an organization hostile to the whites...11” These quotes demonstrate the hostility 

between those living in the South, demonstrating that what might have been civil - in that proper 

channels were heeded - dislike and fear of each other in 1867 had turned by 1874 to outright fear 

and in some cases a hatred so strong that physical violence was the answer. To that end, along 

with the still visible presence of federal troops - which would be in the region till April 24 1877 - 

it would feel like the civil war had never ended, the causes of the war were still being engaged 

within the region – change in political, economic, and social forms. 

Accordingly, the question must be asked, when exactly did the Civil War end? Only by 

answering this question can one truly address if the causes of the civil war were resolved. The 

official date of the end of the War is May 9th 1865. As stated before, federal troops would be in 

the region till April 24 1877. Add to that the escalation of violence in years prior demonstrates a 

war that was still being fought in the hearts of the southerners. In returning to L. Q. C. Lamar he 

states, “They were rulers without responsibility in unchecked control of the natural resources of a 
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people with whom they had not a sentiment in sympathy or an interest in common...12” Lamar is 

speaking on the common perception that the governments within the south were corrupt, that 

they were not looking out for the people they governed, they were viewed as illegitimate 

governments. Ultimately this would demonstrate itself in violence at the polls, as early as 1868 

and well into the 1874 elections. This kind of violence was common as Perman notes, 

“throughout the election campaigns, when Republican meetings or joint appearances with 

democratic candidates were held, detachments of Confederates on horseback, dressed in their 

ghostly gray uniforms, appeared and arrayed themselves behind the platform, clicking the 

triggers on their rifles.13” Ultimately it would be scenes like this that would scare off republican 

voters - black and white. The result would be a ‘regime’ change that would affect southern 

politics and social order for generations to come. Change is what brought the Civil War and it 

would be ‘unacceptable’ change that continued the war in the minds of the people through the 

period. In conclusion, the causes of the civil war the change that brought them, had evolved but it 

had not been resolved.  
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